ABSTRACT Object tracking suffers from appearance change of the target caused by heavy occlusion. In this paper, we propose a complex form of local orientation plane (Comp-LOP) for visual object tracking. Comp-LOP is a simple but an effective descriptor for object tracking, which is robust to occlusion. It effectively considers the spatiotemporal relationship between the target and its surrounding region in a correlation filter framework by the complex form, which successfully deals with the heavy occlusion problem. Moreover, we perform scale estimation to treat scale variation of the target for better tracking performance. Besides, we automatically determine an appropriate size of the search region based on the entropy ratio of the target to the background. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves good object tracking performance in accuracy, robustness, and computational efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object tracking aims at estimating the location of the target in a video sequence. It is one of the most fundamental problems in computer vision with numerous applications such as motion-based recognition, video surveillance, and humancomputer interaction [2] . Although many outstanding methods have been proposed, there are still many challenges for visual object tracking such as heavy occlusion, illumination change, and pose variation. In this work, we mostly focus on significant appearance change of the target caused by heavy occlusion. In general, a local context for object tracking consists of the target and its surrounding background within a determined region. Although a target object has heavy occlusion, its background is still unchanged between two consecutive frames in a short time interval. Therefore, it has strong spatiotemporal information between the target and its surrounding background in the consecutive frames because these frames are similar for a short period. As shown in Fig. 1 , the target object undergoes heavy occlusion, which makes the object appearance change significantly. However, most local context containing the object does not change largely because only a small part of the context is occluded. At the same time, most relationship between pixels of objects is not changed. Thus, it is very helpful to predict the target location in the next frame using the spatiotemporal information of both target and its surrounding background. In this paper, we effectively use FIGURE 1. Heavy occlusion in object tracking. Note that the blue boxes include the target object and its background, while the red ones localize the target object. Although the target object is largely changed in consecutive frames due to heavy occlusion, the backgrounds between two frames are similar as well as the spatial relationship between two centers (the red solid circles) are mostly unchanged. Moreover, the spatial relationship between the target object and the background is changed a little.
the spatiotemporal information in object tracking based on the complex form.
A. RELATED WORK
Conventional object tracking methods are classified into two categories: Generative approaches [3] - [11] and discriminative approaches [12] - [19] . Generative approaches first learn a model that represents the target and then use it to search for the region that is the most similar. However, they often discard the useful information of the background around the target that can help the tracker separate the target from the Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
background, and thus tracking fails due to drastic change of the object appearance. Discriminative approaches learn a classifier to separate the target and the background that regards object tracking as a binary classifier problem in a local search region. However, they should update the model online, thus resulting in the speed is limited. Due to the lack of a large database unlike the classification which can use a large number of samples, the classifier for object tracking is under-fitting, and thus losing the target. Meanwhile, thanks to the rapid development of machine learning, some researchers introduce deep learning in object tracking [20] - [25] , but their speed is not ideal because of the large complex network.
Some trackers [26] - [29] are trying to combine generative and discriminative models for better performance. In recent years, correlation filters [30] - [38] have a good performance in object tracking which provides high processing speed and outstanding accuracy. Henriques et al. [33] explored a dense sampling strategy based on a circulant structure to facilitate object tracking. Based on the dense sampling strategy, they made the tracker have enough samples to predict the target location in the next frame. Besides, to accelerate the speed of the tracker, they introduced a circulant structure via fast Fourier transform (FFT) to accelerate the speed of the tracker. The Circulant Structure with Kernels (CSK) tracker [33] built only on illumination intensity features, and was further improved by using Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) in the kernelized correlation filter (KCF) tracker [32] . Danelljan et al. [30] extended the CSK tracker using color attributes or color names (CN), and proposed an adaptive low-dimensional variant of color attributes. However, there are still two issues in them. The first is that the search region is manually set in different videos, which makes it hard to find an appropriate search region. The second is that this method is hard to adapt to the scale change. Thus, the precise scale estimation gives the tracker enough information to find the target location in the successive frames. We address the two issues by: (i) Using the entropy to determine an appropriate search region; (ii) Changing the target scale adaptively. Furthermore, to overcome the heavy occlusion problem, we adopt a new and simple feature that considers the spatiotemporal information from the target object and the background. Besides, we adopt correlation filter due to its competitive performance.
In this paper, we propose Comp-LOP for visual object tracking. Comp-LOP effectively considers the spatiotemporal relationship between the target object and its surrounding region in a correlation filter framework, and thus successfully deals with the occlusion problem. First, we select the appropriate search region based on the entropy, and extract Comp-LOP in the search region. Then, we perform FFT on the response map (Gaussian distribution) and features, and get their quotient A. Next, we extract Comp-LOP in the next frame to compute the target location with A by finding a position with the maximum response. Finally, we update scale and model of the target object. Fig. 2 illustrates the basic flow of the proposed object tracking method.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Compared with existing methods, our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose a simple but effective descriptor for object tracking, i.e. Comp-LOP. We use the complex form in Comp-LOP to effectively consider the spatiotemporal relationship between the target object and the background;
• Given a query, we find an appropriate search region for object tracking based on the entropy to effectively use both target and background information;
• We provide a scale update scheme to make the tracker more robust by comparing responses of the consecutive frames.
II. CORRELATION TRACKING
The proposed method is based on correlation filters. 
where φ denotes the mapping function to a kernel space; and λ ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter. Finally, we to produce the tracking result by introducing FFT to w = m,n a(m, n)φ(x m , n) and minimizing Eq. (1). The coefficient a is defined as follows:
where F is FFT; y(m, n) is 1 near the center position of the target object, (M /2,N /2), which decreases to 0 as the distance increases as follows:
where σ is a scale parameter which is determined by the target region size. Thus, the tracking task is to compute the response map on an image patch z in the next frame in the search region M × N as follows:
wherex is the learned target model and denotes the element-wise product. Thus, the new center position of the target is the position with the maximum value ofŷ. 
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first describe a new simple feature, Comp-LOP, to solve occlusion, then explain how to use entropy to determine the size of search region. Also, we provide a feasible update scheme for adjusting the scale.
A. COMPLEX FORM-LOCAL ORIENTATION PLANE
In general, some features are extracted from a frame to train a classifier for tracking [12] , [30] . However, they are not effective in addressing the occlusion problem which is severe in object tracking. To address the occlusion problem, we propose a simple but effective feature based on complex form, named complex form-local orientation plane (Comp-LOP). Compared with the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) or local binary patterns (LBP) obtained by histogram distribution, Comp-LOP provides a more elaborate representation of the orientation using the complex form, i.e. e π 4 i indicates that the orientation is 45 • . The complex form is effective in representing the orientation of each pixel so that Comp-LOP is robust to heavy occlusion. Thus, we get a precise direction relationship between pixels using Comp-LOP. Fig. 3 illustrates the whole process to get Comp-LOP. As shown in the figure, we scan the whole search region without overlapping by a size of 3 by 3 block in the current frame t, and normalize each block. We subtract the other 8 pixels from the center pixel of each block. We add orientations to these 8 pixels except the center pixel, and make them complex forms. Then, we get a feature channel which consists of the pixels that the orientation is 45 • from each block, i.e. total 9 channels. The 9 channels have local information because each channel represents one directional feature on small blocks (local features in the upper part of Fig. 3) . To obtain the holistic relationship from the frame, we get 8 blocks in 8 directions centered at the central point,
• . Then, we calculate the difference between these 8 channels and the center channel, and thus get the 8 difference channels. The 8 difference channels have holistic information because each channel has strong relationship with the central channel (composed of the center pixel from each block) based on both direction and difference (holistic features in the lower part of Fig. 3 ). The 17 channels, i.e. concatenation of 9 channels in local features and 8 channels in holistic features, have the local and holistic spatial relationship, which are connected by the central channel (composed of the center pixel from each block). To consider the temporal relationship between consecutive frames, we make the difference between the current frame and the previous frame as the other 17 channels, and thus each frame has total 34 channels. Based on the spatiotemporal information, the 34 channels are very effective in handling the occlusion problem in object tracking. As shown in Fig. 1 , the target is occluded, but the background is mostly unchanged. The relationship between the background and the target position is not changed, and thus we use the relationship to extract features and track the target object.
B. SELECTING APPROPRIATE SEARCH REGION
In tracking, the search region contains both target and background information. If the search region is too large, then it contains much background information, which makes object tracking difficult and increases the computational cost. Meanwhile, if the search region is too small, then it includes much target information, which causes tracking errors due to lots of target change. Thus, it is necessary to find a suitable ratio between target and background to track the target in the search region because a good balance between target and background improves the tracking performance. In conventional methods, the search region is manually adjusted because it is hard to find a suitable size in different test sequences [12] , [14] , [32] . In this work, we utilize the entropy to automatically select the appropriate size of the search region as shown in Fig. 4 . First, we initialize the large search region s. Then, we compute the entropy ratio R of the target E(t) to the search region E(s), where E(·) is the entropy and t is the target as follows:
where k is the number of calculation times, p i denotes the proportion about the value i in the gray image, and n is the number of iterations. We update s after each calculation as follows:
We repeat (6) and (7) until s becomes 1.2 times of t. Then, we find a ratio for balancing as follows:
where | · | stands for the absolute value. Finally, we get the most appropriate search region ofŝ by findingk as follows:ŝ
where µ is the ratio of the original search region size to the target size. Algorithm 1 describes our approach to selecting the appropriate search region. 
Algorithm 1 Selecting Appropriate Search Region

R(k) = E(t)/E(s)
4: 
C. SCALE UPDATE
Although we get the target position with the maximum response ofŷ in the current frame by (4), the scale of the target varies with time, which affects the tracking performance. To solve the scale problem, the scale parameter σ in (3) should be updated. Our scale update scheme is as follows:
0.5 (10)
where Y (·) is the maximum response at a certain frame, and θ t is the estimated scale in the frame t. Because the target scale is very similar in two consecutive frames, it changes little. Thus, we add the term of θ in numerator and denominator, where θ is the real scale of the target. Also, we use the average of the estimated scalesθ t from m consecutive frames to update the scale. Thus, we obtain the target scale θ t+1 of t+1 frame and σ by (12) and (13), where α > 0 is a fixed parameter. Fig. 5 shows a scale update result. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the proposed method on a large benchmark data set [39] which contains heavy occlusion. All methods are evaluated in terms of three metrics: (i) Distance precision (DP), which indicates the percentage of the frames that the tracking result is within the given threshold of the ground truth. We set the threshold to 20 pixels which is the same as [39] ; (ii) Overlap success rate (OS), which is defined as the percentage of the frames when the overlapping ratio between the tracked bounding boxes and the ground truth bounding boxes is larger than a threshold. OS is defined as follows:
where R t and R g are the tracked bounding box and ground truth, respectively; ∩ and ∪ denote intersection and union of two regions, respectively; and | · | represents the number of pixels in the region. The success plot shows the ratio of the successful frames at the thresholds varied from 0 to 1. For a fair comparison, we use the area under curve (AUC) of each success plot to rank the tracking methods; (iii) Processing speed (Speed), which indicates whether the tracker achieves real-time performance or not.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We set the threshold in DP to 20 pixels and the threshold in OS to 0.5. In (1), we use a Gaussian kernel function in . We set the regularization parameter λ in (1) to 10 −4 . We set the initial size of the search window to 4 times of the target size. We set the initial σ in (3) to 1 30 2 √ wh, where w and h are the width and height of the target, respectively. We set the learning rate α = 0.25 and m = 5 in (10)∼(13). We perform experiments on a PC with an Intel I7-6700 3.40 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM using Matlab.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We evaluate the proposed method on the benchmark [39] in comparison with other 11 trackers: CSK [33] , STC [40] , TLD [13] , Struck [14] , SCM [26] , CT [12] , KCF [32] , LOT [3] , ORIA [41] , MTT [42] , and ASLA [43] . We first convert all test sequences into gray ones to evaluate all trackers for a fair comparison, and then evaluate the performance of them in terms of DP and OS as shown in Fig. 6 . The left two plots show the tracking results on all test sequences by the trackers. It can be observed that the proposed method performs the best in the precision plot and the third in the success plot among them. The right two plots show the tracking results on some test sequences with heavy occlusion by the trackers. It can be observed that the proposed method performs the best in both precision and success plots among them.
C. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS
We provide quantitative comparisons between different methods in TABLE 1 in terms of DP, OS, and Speed. It can be observed that the proposed method generally performs better than the other methods in DP, OS, and speed. Among them, KCF achieves the second performance in DP (67.8%), while SCM achieves the best performance VOLUME 5, 2017 in OS (56.5%). The proposed method performs the best in DP (69.5%) and the third in OS (51.5%). STC, CSK, and KCF achieve a fast processing speed which are 286, 150, and 86.3 frames/second, respectively. They are faster than the sion. It can be observed that the proposed method achieves the best performance in DP (70.0%) and OS (55.4%). SCM performs the second in DP (67.0%), while Struck achieves the second performance in OS (53.3%). Since we utilize the spatiotemporal relationship between target and background, the proposed method is very effective in dealing with heavy occlusion in object tracking. Fig. 7 shows tracking results on 6 different sequences with heavy occlusion by different methods: CT [12] , KCF [32] , STC [40] , CSK [33] , and the proposed method. In Girl, Tiger2, Jogging2, and Coke sequences with heavy occlusion, the proposed method succeeds in object tracking. However, KCF, CT, STC, and CSK fail to track the target objects, which miss the target objects completely especially in Jogging2. Although Shaking contains background clutters, the proposed method still succeeds in object tracking, but KCF fails because the HOG feature is less effective in separating target objects from the background clutter. Besides, the proposed method is robust to the illumination and pose variation in Skating. Furthermore, the proposed method outperforms other trackers in Girl and Tiger2 sequences with rotation and scale variation. Fig. 8 shows failure cases of the proposed method. In Girl2 sequence that the target object is completely occluded, the proposed method fails to track the target because our model contains too much information about the wrong target, which makes the tracker fail. Also, the target object is too small as well as its appearance and background change very fast in Skiing, and thus Comp-LOP fails in object tracking.
D. QUALITATIVE COMPARISONS
E. FAILURE CASES
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed Comp-LOP which is a novel and simple feature for visual object tracking. We have used the complex form to represent the orientation in Comp-LOP. Comp-LOP is robust to heavy occlusion in object tracking because it considers the local and holistic relationship of positions between the target object and its surrounding background. Moreover, the proposed method is based on the correlation filter, and thus its speed is very fast. We have utilized entropy to compute an appropriate size for the search region to make the tracker more accurate. Also, we have provided a scale update scheme to make the tracking precision more accurate and robust. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is robust to heavy occlusion and scale variation on large benchmark data sets while achieving realtime tracking performance.
